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Welcome to the degree project course! 

 

This term you will write a degree project (thesis) that you will defend at the end of the term. An 

EN04GY/EN0379 degree project should be between 9,000 and 12,000 words long. Use the template 

posted on Athena. 

 At the beginning of the term a supervisor is assigned to you, who will help you in the thesis 

writing process throughout the term. Contact your supervisor right away by sending them an email, 

and be in touch with the supervisor throughout the term, as they are there to help you and offer their 

expertise. You can schedule meetings, exchange emails, and send drafts to your supervisor in order to 

get feedback. You are entitled to 20 hours of supervision, which includes all the work your supervisor 

does (reading emails and drafts, meetings, etc.). In addition to this, you will attend some seminars, 

outlined in the schedule below, that will help you in the writing process (attendance is obligatory, a 

minimum of 80%).  

 Grades are given in relation to a set of learning outcomes. Our grading criteria and guidelines for 

evaluating degree projects are available on Athena. The grade is given by an examiner who will be 

assigned to your thesis once the final version is submitted.  

 

Schedule in Time Edit  
Date Topic 

Check Time Edit Introduction and supervisor allocation (Špela Mežek) 

Check Time Edit Writing academic English for degree projects (Špela Mežek) 

Check Time Edit Writing academic English for degree projects (Špela Mežek) 

14 September 

Post a preliminary project proposal on the Athena site. Use the proposal form 

available there. You will receive feedback on your proposal through your 

supervisor from two teachers involved in the course as supervisors and examiners. 

Check Time Edit Writing academic English for degree projects (Špela Mežek) 

Check Time Edit Writing academic English for degree projects (Špela Mežek) 

Check Time Edit Qualitative methods (Maria Kuteeva) 

29 September 
Post the final draft of your introduction (for Writing academic English for degree 

projects) 

Check Time Edit Quantitative methods (Beyza Björkman Nylén) 

Check Time Edit Categorisation (TBA) 

Check Time Edit Working with data (TBA) 

Check Time Edit Statistics (Špela Mežek) 

Check Time Edit 

Show and tell meeting where EN04GY/EN0379/Magister/MA writers meet to 

discuss progress. Bring any drafts or data you have. We will discuss in pairs and 

small groups. (Špela Mežek) 

1 November 
Post an abstract for the mini-conference on Athena, 300 to 700 words long, 

outlining the project and the findings so far. 

Check Time Edit 

Mini-conference. 15 minutes are spent on each project. The students present their 

projects for roughly 7.5 minutes (with PowerPoint slides), and then there are 7.5 

minutes for questions, comments and advice from the other participants in the 

Mini-conference.  

Check Time Edit Statistics workshop (Špela Mežek) 

30 November 

Post your thesis draft to Athena. Each student will read two drafts and give 

feedback on them at the draft peer review session. The list of who will read whose 

draft will be posted on Athena. 

Check Time Edit 
Draft peer review session. Bring your notes on the drafts that you read and be 

ready to give feedback. (Špela Mežek) 

Check Time Edit How to be an opponent (Kathrin Kaufhold) 

21 December Upload final version of the thesis to Athena 

  

https://www.su.se/english/search-courses-and-programmes/en04gy-1.563014
https://www.su.se/english/search-courses-and-programmes/en0379-1.618714
https://cloud.timeedit.net/su/web/stud1/ri16X655X94Z06Q6Z76g2Y50y5046Y31104gQY6Q53718527Y47557Q7.html


 

 

Check Time Edit 

(The exact date(s) 

and times will be 

communicated 

after the thesis 

deadline) 

Defences 

An EN04GY/EN0379 thesis defence will be 35 minutes. The opponent is another 

student, the examiner a staff member. The defence starts with the opponent giving 

a summary of the thesis, and then the opponent and the thesis writer discuss the 

thesis (15 minutes altogether). After that the examiner asks questions about and 

comments on the thesis (15 minutes). Finally, there is an opportunity for questions 

and discussion contributions from the floor (5 minutes). 

 

Špela Mežek, Advanced level coordinator  

spela.mezek@english.su.se 

 

 


